Tinkle Crinkle Collection
Tinkle Crinkle is a new fresh, energetic collection of plush baby toys with contemporary prints on
premium fabrics that promote soft, safe, and fun tactile play for all ages.
Available: Spring 2020
Stick Rattles
The plush 5.5-inch Tinkle Crinkle Stick Rattles are the perfect size and shape for little hands to grip and
shake and feature fun, colorful patterns on Birdie, Bunny, and Caterpillar options. Ribbons, soft rattles
inside, and embroidered details promote safe, tactile play for all ages. Rattles are machine washable for
easy cleaning.
Age: 0+; SRP $8.00

Loveys
The 13-inch Tinkle Crinkle Birdie and Bunny Loveys features fun patterns in soft colors that combines
baby's favorite plush with a huggable security blanket. Ribbons on the top and tied corners promote
tactile, sensory-stimulating play and embroidered details provide safe play for all ages. Machine
washable for easy cleaning.
Age: 0+; SRP $12.00

Activity Toys

The 13-inch Birdie and Bunny Activity Toys include a flexible ring for hanging above baby on top and a
textured sunrise or flower teether ring attached to the bottom for tactile play and safe chewing. Birdie
includes ribbon tail and fun patterns in the wings, legs, and feet. Bunny includes ribbon whiskers and fun
patterns in the ears, belly, and feet. Machine washable.
Age: 0+; SRP $15.00

Hedgehog Plush
Our adorable 9-inch hedgehog plush features fun, colorful Tinkle Crinkle patterns on its torso, ears, and
feet and fluffy navy-blue fabric on its back to promote tactile, sensory stimulating play.
Age: 0+; SRP $16.00

Activity Ball

The 7-inch Activity Ball features loveable characters from the Tinkle Crinkle Collection in soft, 3-D cutouts on top of sections of different-textured fabric and multicolored ribbons for a mix of sensorystimulating and tactile play. Soft plush ball with safe embroidered details is easy to grip and throw by
little hands and is machine washable for easy cleaning.
Age: 0+; SRP $20.00

Tinkle Crinkle Caterpillar
Each part of the 16.5-inch or 40-inch size Tinkle Crinkle Caterpillars include a fun surprise for baby,
including squeaker, crinkle, rattle, and more in bright, primary colors and fabric with textures to
promote tactile and sensory stimulating play.
Age: 0+; SRP $18.00, $60.00

My Pet Puddles
My Pet Puddles is an interactive best friend who reacts to pets and cuddles just like a real dog! Touch his
back or boop his nose for life-like movement and sounds. My Pet Puddles is held to high safety
standards, including embroidered features and hidden battery compartment secured with a touch and
close fastener. Three AA batteries are included with purchase, so Puddles is ready to play right away!
Puddles is spot clean only and appropriate for ages three and up.
SRP: $40; Age Grade: 0+

